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Abstract:
Saturated vapor condensation on homogenous and heterogeneous subcooled walls is presented in this study
by adopting a hybrid phase-change multiple-relaxation-time Lattice Boltzmann model. The effects of wall
wettability on the condensation process, including droplets’ growth, coalescence and falling, and the influence of
vapor flow to condensation are investigated. The results demonstrate that the heat fluxes around the triple-phase
contact lines are higher than that in other cold areas in homogeneous subcooled walls, which actually indicates
the fact that filmwise condensation is preventing the continuous condensation process. Furthermore, the dropwise
condensation can be formed more easily on the heterogeneous surface with a mixed surface wettability. At last,
the dynamic process of condensation of continuous vapor flow is also investigated by considering the homogenous
and heterogeneous subcooled surfaces. The results show that the heterogeneous surface with mixed wettability
doesn’t contribute to the formation, growth of droplets, when compared to the homogeneous surface. It is expected
that this study can bring more attentions to simulate condensation using multiphase LBM for complex geometries
in heat transfer community.
Keywords:
Vapor condensation; Pseudopotential phase-change model; Lattice Boltzmann method (LBM); Homogenous and
heterogeneous wall; Continuous-flow vapor condensation

1. Introduction
Condensation in the form of liquid-gas phase change is a complicated and interesting physical heat transfer
process, which can be found in many natural phenomena [1, 2], industrial applications and manufacturing
processes [2-6]. Over the past decades, a lot of researches have been conducted on the mechanism and
enhancement of vapor condensation through experimental study and numerical simulation [7-9], in order to
improve the heat transfer efficiency [5]. However, because of the nature of numerical simulation, more detailed
condensation process can be revealed by controlling various parameters. Li [10] adopted a Computational Fluid
Dynamic (CFD) tool to simulate the steam condensation with different qualities in coolant channels, which
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considerably limit the heat transfer of steam vapor, because the average axial velocity drops significantly as the
vapor condensing. Riva and Col [11] discussed the film condensation in a mini-channel using the Volume of Fluid
(VOF) method, and reported that the film thickness becomes thicker from the inlet to the outlet. More
investigations of vapor condensation conducted by CFD can be found in Refs. [12, 13].
Recently, the pseudopotential multiphase lattice Boltzmann (LB) method, due to its capability of selfgenerating the two-phase interface and no special requirement to treat the two-phase interface, has been
extensively applied in multiphase flow simulation [14, 15]. In addition, when the energy equation was added into
the pseudopotential LB model, which resulted in a series of phase change LB models. For example, Zhang and
Chen [16] proposed the first liquid-vapor Phase Change LB Model (PCLBM) based on the diffusion interface
energy equation. Gong and Cheng [17, 18] also developed an improved double-distribution single-relaxation-time
(SRT) PCLBM. Liu and Cheng [19] investigated the film condensation on the vertical subcooled surface using
the same double-distribution SRT PCLBM, and this model was also employed to simulate the dropwise
condensation on a hydrophobic surface [17, 18]. Most recently, based on the same model. Li and Cheng [20]
performed a numerical simulation on the saturated steam condensation on a heterogeneous surface. However,
since the Bhatanagar-Gross-Krook collision operator as employed to solve the phase change in the doubledistribution SRT PCLBM [17], the numerical stability and the selection of the fluid properties are slightly limited
[21]. Some scholars [22, 23] also found that the double-distributions PCLBM cannot be completely recovered to
the macroscopic energy conservation equation, therefore PCLBM coupled with the finite-difference method
(FDM) was proposed to solve the temperature field. Li et al. [24] proposed a hybrid thermal PCLBM incorporated
FDM in the original Shan-Chen’s [25] pseudopotential model, and they successfully simulated the nucleate and
film boiling via the hybrid PCLBM [24]. In addition, the self-driving phenomenon of droplet falling on a hot
serrated surface [26] and the droplet evaporation on the heterogeneous surface [27] were investigated by using
the same model.
However, vapor condensation has not been studied using the hybrid PCLBM model, most of the works are
for boiling heat transfer. In addition, it was found that there are few studies addressing the dynamic behaviors and
mechanism of saturated vapor condensation on a vertical subcooled surface, and the flow boundary conditions for
the condensed liquid are difficult to be realized in the model. For this reason, this work is aimed to investigate the
dynamic process of vapor condensation on the vertical subcooled walls using the hybrid phase change LBM model.
It is expected that this study can bring more attentions to simulate condensation using multiphase LBM for
complex geometries in heat transfer community.
2. Numerical model
The hybrid PCLBM developed by Li. et al [24] was used in this work, and it will be briefly discussed in this
section. The derivation of diffusion energy governing equation will be introduced in detail. The flow evolution of
density distribution function (DF) of MRT collision is given by [24]

f ( x + e  t , t +  t ) = f ( x, t ) − ( M -1 ΛM ) ( f  − f eq )

( x ,t )

+  t F

(1)

where  x and  t are the lattice space and time step, and both were set to 1, so c =  x /  t =1 [28]. With the
transfer matrix M , the right side of (1) can be further obtained as [29]
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Λ
m* = m − Λ(m − m eq ) +  t ( I − ) S
2
where S = MS is the external forcing term, and

(2)

S = ( S0 ,S1 ,S2 ,S3 ,S4 ,S5 ,S6 ,S7 ,S8 )T .

The fluid-fluid interaction force for the single-component (SC) multiphase model can be shown as [30]


2
Fm = −G ( x , t )   w( e ) ( x + e , t )e 
 i


(3)

where the weights factors are w (1) =1/3 and w ( 2) =1/12, and  in (3) can be defined as [31]
=

2( PEOS −  cs2 )
Gc 2

(4)

where EOS denotes the equation of state.
The EOS developed by Peng & Laura [32] by considering the diffusion interface was applied. At the same
time, a new solid-fluid interaction force proposed by Li et. al [31, 33] was utilized to include the wettability
characteristic in the model,


2
Fads = −Gw ( x )   w( e ) ( x ) S ( x + e )e 
 i


(5)

The gravitational force Fg is determined as Fg ( x) = (  ( x) − v ) g , therefore the total force can be defined
as F = Fm + Fads + Fg .
The liquid-vapor PCLB model based on the diffusion interface was first proposed by Zhang & Chen [16],


De
= − p  v +   (T )
Dt

(6)

The entropy's local equilibrium energy equation can be shown as follows by neglecting viscous dissipation
T

Ds
=   (  T )
Dt

(7)

According to the Maxwell equations, we can obtain the following one,
ds =

CV
C
1  p 
 p 
 p   1  C
dT +   dv = V dT +   d   = V dT − 2   d 
T
T
  t V
 t V
 t V    T

(8)

By substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (7), it can be rewritten as

 CV

DT T  p  d 
=  
+   (  T )
Dt   t   dt

Therefore using the material derivative D (

(9)

) / Dt = t ( ) + v  ( ) , Eq. (9) can be converted to

T  p  d 
T
1
= − v T +
  (T ) + 2  
t
 CV
 CV  t   dt

(10)

Eq. (10) can further be rewritten as [24]

T  p 
T
1
= − v T +
  (T ) −
 v
t
 CV
 CV  t  

(11)

To numerically solve Eq. (11), the diffusion term is discretized by the central difference scheme. As for the
time derivative, we tested both the 2nd order and 4th order Runge-Kutta methods for the phase-change process,
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and it was found that some unsymmetric results appeared if the 2nd order Runge-Kutta method was used. This
phenomenon is probably due to the fact that LBM model has a high sensitivity for dealing with phase -change
process, even though this high-order scheme cannot realize the expected time resolution, it did help remove the
unsymmetric results. Consequently, to avoid these unsymmetric results, the 4 th order Runge-Kutta method [24]
was chosen in this work. If we mark the right side of Eq. (11) as K (T ) , so Eq. (11) can be discretized as,

T t + t = T t +
h1 = K (T t ), h2 = K (T t +
For a quantity

t
(h1 + h2 + h3 + h4 )
2

t

h1 ), h3 = K (T t + t h2 ), h4 = K (T t +  t h3 )
2
2

(12)

(13)

 , the gradient and Laplace operator are calculated by [35]
 i ( x ) 
 2 ( x ) 

1 

w  ( x + ea t )ea 


c  a

2
s t

2 

w ( ( x + ea t ) −  ( x ) 


c  a

2 2
s t

(14)

(15)

3. Results and discussion
It is worth noting that the hybrid thermal PCLBM was verified by simulating the droplet evaporation, which
has a good agreement with the D2 law [26, 36, 37]. In this section, numerical simulations about saturated vapor
condensation on vertical subcooled homogeneous/ heterogeneous surfaces with various wetting characteristics
were studied by adopting the hybrid thermal PCLBM model, the results will be discussed in detail as follows.
3.1. Computational domain and boundary conditions
Three different numerical models were developed in this study, and the computational domain and boundary
conditions can be found in Fig. 1, in which the computational domains are divided into three sections for all three
cases, and the top and bottom parts with red boundaries are the adiabatic walls, while in the middle part, Models
A and C have a homogeneous wettability characteristic (hydrophobic wall with lower temperature), and Models
B and D shows heterogeneous wettability characteristic (segregated hydrophobic and hydrophilic wall with lower
temperature). Fig. 2 illustrates the heterogeneous wall of Model B, in which the yellow parts represent the
hydrophilic regions, and the blue areas indicate the hydrophobic surfaces. The length of hydrophilic and
hydrophobic regions are marked by Ls and Lw , respectively. The top and bottom boundary conditions for
Model A and B are periodic, the half-way bounce back boundary condition [38] for density DF is employed on
the solid wall, and the entire computational domain is full with the started vapor, in addition the gravitational force
is applied. However, in order to investigate the effect of vapor flow to condensation on hydrophobic surface,
Models C and D are introduced in Fig. 1, where the non-equilibrium extrapolation boundary condition [39] is
adopted for the velocity inlet, and the outflow boundary condition [40] is chosen for the Models C and D.

4

Fig. 1. Schematic of physical model for vapor condensation.

Fig. 2. Schematic of the heterogeneonous subcooled surface.

The degree of wall subcooling can be quantified using Jacob number in (23) [20].
Ja =

where

hfg

cv (Tsat − Tw )
hf g

(16)

is the latent heat [17, 18], cv is the specific heat capacity, Tsat is the saturated temperature, and

Tw is the wall temperature. Since hfg was chosen as 0.58, therefore Ja number was 0.33 in this study.
In order to nondimensionalize the governing equations, following the definitions in Ref. [20], the
characteristic length can be defined as



l0 =

g ( l −  v )

(17)

where  is the surface tension, l is the liquid phase density, and  v is the vapor phase density.
The characteristic time can be evaluated by (18).

t0 = l0 / g

(18)

Since all the physical parameters were based on the lattice units. Table 1 lists the values of different cases.
The saturated temperature is Tsat =0.86 Tcr , and Tcr is the critical temperature, equal to 0.1094 in this study.
Therefore, the densities of liquid and gas phases are

l =6.5 , g =0.38 , respectively. It is important to mention
5

that we didn’t consider the case when

 w =155º and  s =65º, because the 90º difference of contact angle cannot

lead to converged results, we will make more efforts on the contact angle by improving the Gw modeling in (5)
as future work.
Table 1. Parameters of different cases adopted in this work

Note that

Case

s

w

Ja

Ls * = Ls / l0

Lw * =
Lw / l0

# of hydrophilic spots

1
2
3
4
5

65°
65°

115°
135°
155°
115°
135°

0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33

0.33
0.33

3.90
3.90

3
3

 s and  w denote the hydrophilic and hydrophobic surface, respectively.

3.2. Saturated vapor condensation on homogeneous and heterogeneous walls
3.2.1. Dynamic process of condensation and phase contour
The dynamic processes of vapor condensation on subcooled walls with hydrophobic surface (  w =115°) are
shown in Fig. 3. A high degree of subcooling ( Ja =0.33) was chosen to reveal the effect of wettability on the
vapor condensation. In Fig. 3, the red and blue colors represent the condensate droplets and the saturated vapor,
respectively. When t*=6.67, a thin liquid film is formed in the middle part of the computational domain, and
several separated and tiny droplets can be observed. When t*=11.68, the liquid film becomes thicker and
aggregates at the middle part of the two side walls due to the effect of gravity and surface tension. Meanwhile,
lots of small droplets grow in the middle regions as shown in Fig. 3 (c). When t*=20.02, the surrounding droplets
gradually grow in volume and coalesce small condensate droplets, resulting in the rapid growth of large droplets.
The droplets begin to fall along the cooler surface under the effects of gravity, and the contact angle hysteresis
could be clearly observed as indicated in Fig. 3 (f).

Fig. 3. Snapshots of vapor condensation under the homogeneous hydrophobic subcooled wall (Case #1).
Fig. 4 illustrates the phase contour for Case # 2 when the contact angle is 135º. As shown in Fig. 4, when
t*=6.67, it is similar with Case #1, but the liquid film is thinner and the droplet is smaller in Case #2. At t*=11.68,
6

there is a big droplet in the middle by accumulating its surrounding tiny droplets, due to the decrease of wetting
and a lower wall adhesion, but Case #1 takes longer time to form a big droplet in the middle area of the wall.
Furthermore, the liquid film shrinks quickly under the surface tension effect. At t*=16.69, the volumes of droplets
are greater than the droplets in Case #1 at the same time instant. As indicated by Fig. 4 (c), (d), (e) and (f), the
droplet at Y=400 starts to merge other droplets underneath, and eventually there is only one big droplet which
as shown in Fig. 4 (f).

Fig. 4. Snapshots of saturated vapor condensation characteristics (Case #2).
Similarly, when the contact angle was changed to 155º, the surface wettability became super-hydrophobic, as
indicated in Table 1. Fig. 5 shows the phase contour of vapor condensation at different instants. Obviously, the
liquid film is almost negligible at t*=6.67, and there are much more tiny droplets generated when t*=11.68 and
t*=16.69. Furthermore, there is a significant delay of droplet merging, due to the super-hydrophobic surface, as
indicated in Fig. 5 (d) and (e).

Fig. 5. Time evolutions of vapor condensation process on super-hydrophobic subcooled surface (Case #3).
From Fig. 5, we can find that there are more large droplets existed on the super-hydrophobic wall, in other
words the super-hydrophobicity can prevent the formation of film condensation, but the initial stage for Case #1,
#2 and #3 has a high potential to form film condensation due to the existence of many tiny droplets, and it will
7
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forms at Y=300 in Fig. 4 (e), and it continues to move downward following its preset hydrophobic contact angle,

further deteriorate the formation of droplets. Therefore, instead of having the same wettability for the subcooled
wall, we propose to adopt a mixed surface wettability for the subcooled wall.
Therefore, the effect of mixed surface wetting characteristic on vapor condensation was also investigated, as
shown in Figs. 6 and 7, which corresponds to Case #4 and Case #5 in Table. 1. From Figs. 6 (a) and 7 (a), there
are many tiny and isolated droplets growing on the heterogeneous wall at the same time, rather than forming a
thin liquid film in the middle region as in Fig. 3 (a), so adopting the mixed surface wettability can significantly
promote the formation of dropwise condensation. Droplets keep growing up (t*=10.01 and t*=13.35) and some
droplets begin to coalesce at t*=16.69. Finally, some droplets start to fall along the vertical wall due to gravity, as
shown in Figs. 6 & 7 (e & f). Furthermore, it is also found that the dynamic process of vapor condensation in
Cases #4 and #5 are very similar, so increasing the contact angle of hydrophobic surface has a negligible effect to
form the dropwise condensation. Nevertheless, when the contact angle is further increased to 155º, converged
simulation results cannot be obtained, therefore it implies that the modeling of Gw in (5) need to be further
improved in our future study.

Fig. 6. Snapshots of vapor condensation on the heterogeneous subcooled surface (Case 4#).

Fig. 7. Snapshots of vapor condensation on the heterogeneous subcooled surface (Case 5#).
3.2.2. Temperature contour and local heat flux
Following Ref. [20], the local heat flux can be evaluated by
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q *( x, y, t ) =

(− T y )
1
=
q0
ll h fg

T

( − )
g ( l −  g )
y x = 0

where q0 = l h fg g ( l −  g ) /  is the reference heat flux, and

q0lu

(19)

is assumed as 0.02099. The gradient of

temperature is calculated by
T 4 T
=
y

( x ,1)

−T

( x ,2)

− 3T

2 y

( x ,0)

(20)

Fig. 8 demonstrates the non-dimensional temperature field ( T * = T / Tcr ) at t*=11.68 for Cases #1, #2, #4 and
#5, where the black line in the figures indicates the liquid-vapor interface. As shown in Fig. 8, for Case #3, there
is a higher temperature region in the middle of computational domain compared to Cases #1, #2 and #5. This is
because the vapor condensation ratio is low by introducing the hydrophilic surface with 65º contact angle. We
also can observe from Fig. 8 that the areas above all the droplets have higher temperatures, which is due to the
heat released from condensation. However, Case #1 in Fig. 8 has much larger areas with higher temperatures,
which may be caused by the formation of thermal resistance which suppresses the heat transfer from the cold wall
to vapor, in other words the filmwise condensation cannot produce a high heat transfer efficiency. Furthermore,
the temperature contour is much more crowded in the triple-phase contact lines than that in other areas where no
phase change is occurring, which has been confirmed by Ref. [20].

Fig. 8. The dimensionless temperature field at t*=11.68 in the region of ( 0  Nx  300,300  Ny  600 ) for Cases
#1-4).
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In order to explore the difference of heat flux between homogeneous and heterogeneous walls, Fig. 9
demonstrates the comparison of local heat flux distributions between Case #1 and #3, Case #2 and #5 at t*=6.67.
From Fig. 9, the heat fluxes of Case #4 and #5 vary in a broad range with a relative uniform and higher value than
Case #1 and #2, whereas the heat flux is almost remained as a constant for the homogeneous wall due to the
appearance of filmwise condensation in the middle region 0.45<Y/Ny<0.55. Consequently, at the initial stage of
condensation, dropwise condensation can easily be formed on the heterogeneous wall compared to the
homogenous wall.

1.0

(b)

Case #4: s=65, w=115

Case #5: s=65, w=135

0.8

0.8

0.6

q''*

0.6

q''*

Case #2: w=135

1.0
Case #1: s=65

(a)

0.4

0.4

0.2

0.2

0.0

0.0
0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.3

0.7

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

Y/Ny

Y/Ny

Fig. 9. Comparison of local heat flux on the homogenous and heterogeneous wall at t*=6.67.
3.3. The effect of flow to the vapor condensation on homogeneous hydrophobic walls

Fig. 10 Snapshots of condensation of continuous-flow vapor under the homogeneous hydrophobic subcooled
wall (Case #1).
Model A and Model B in Fig. 1 are for the condensation process of stationary saturated vapor in previous two
10

sections, to further explore the effect of vapor flow to condensation, we chose Model C by incorporating the fully
developed flow as the inlet boundary condition. It is important to mention that the condensation in continuous
flow condition is extremely difficult due to the need of special treatment of boundaries, but the hybrid phasechange LBM model can successfully be implemented. In the simulation, the maximum inlet velocity (downward)
is set as 0.02, while other boundary conditions are remained the same as Case #1 in Table 1 so that the contact
angle of the subcooled surface is 115º. Fig. 10 shows the phase contour of liquid condensate at various instants
during the condensation process. Compared with Fig. 3, the continuous vapor flow delays the occurrence of
condensation, and also prevents the formation of filmwise condensation. Furthermore, the condensate droplets
can continuously fall off from the subcooled walls under the effect of gravity, and the falling droplets have almost
the same size before they move out from the computational domain. Based on the maximum velocity at the inlet,
the Reynolds number is 60 if the width between two subcooled walls is used as the characteristic length.
Apparently, the flow is in laminar regime, and no strong disturbance can be generated to affect the falling of
droplets, therefore the condensate droplets can maintain relatively the same size at the exit of domain.
It is also interesting to compare Case #1 under continuous vapor flow with Case #4, so the effect of mixed
wetting characteristics on condensation can be compared with the homogeneous subcooled surface. The simulated
resulted can be found in Fig. 11. Apparently, Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 have not much differences in terms of the number
of droplets and droplet size at the exit of computational domain, therefore we can conclude that in terms of the
boundary conditions described in Table 1, the mixed wettability surface under continuous flow doesn’t contribute
to the droplet formation, merging and growth, when compared with the homogeneous subcooled walls.

Fig. 11 Snapshots of condensation of continuous-flow vapor under the homogeneous hydrophobic subcooled
wall (Case #4).
4. Conclusions
In this work, we adopt the hybrid PCLBM to simulate stationary and flowing vapor condensation on the
vertical subcooled walls, and the dynamic condensation process is discussed by varying the surface wettability.
11

Some key conclusions are listed as follows:
a)

Decreasing the surface wettability is easy to yield dropwise condensation;

b) High condensation heat fluxes appear near the triple-phase contact line;
c)

The subcooled surface with mixed wettability is easier to form dropwise condensation than the homogeneous
wall, but it does not have significant effect on vapor condensation if compared to the homogenous surface.
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